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Bulletin

Jan 21, 2006 - This is the time of the year to trust your minds to patience of paper! Therefore we would like to ask all of you if you have an article (or articles), ... 
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******************************************************************************************** BIG’s News Letter 2005_06 (English Version) ******************************************************************************************** Introduction: Hello fellow cycloclimbers. It’s the last newsletter of the year as 2005 is coming to an end. Time to look back. The top 1.000 of songs is being broadcasted on the radio but we have our own top 1.000. And similar to the top 1.000 on the radio our top climbs will not change much either. We will of course have some changes in our top 1.000, and some more than in other years, but the amount of changes are limited.. We hope that you will enjoy these changes and that it will enrich the BIG challenge we have. Thanks for the reactions on the use of the new PDF format. There were positive reactions but also some negative reactions. Unfortunately we can’t make everyone happy. But my general impression is that the new format is good for most of the members. In the mean time a basic health check was run on the information that is contained in our database. As you know we gradients for about for 64.6% of the climbs. Out of this 64.6%, 37.7% is OK and 62.3% has some errors. Noteh though that the basic data such as length, height is quite OK but the gradients that are connected to the climbs cannot always be trusted. The central comity is investigating these errors and will ensure that these will be corrected as soon as possible. As stated in the previous newsletter, over time the information in the Passacol will be better and better. Chapters of this newsletter 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.



BIG news BIG Rules ! About a BIG. New GIOs The 2006 Review BIG jerseys 2006 Changes. Conclusion Translation links



******************************************************************************************** 1. BIG news:



As usual here is a recap of the information that was published on the “NEWS” page of the BIG: http://users.swing.be/danielgobert/actu2005.htm complimented with some other news. Update your links as the BIG has now a new home page name that has a better relation with its goal and its real name: http://www.big-passacol.be/. Wow ! The old name can still be used also without any problem. Both are good! There is a new classification among the 1.000 BIGs to rank the most visited ones by our 434 members. Believe it or not, there are even some virgin BIGs listed on this page too:http://danielgobert.free.fr/changes/top-visits.htm



Up until now, the highest top of the BIGs, the Pico de Veleta in the Sierra Nevada, could still be conquered by bike. But the Dutch cycling magazin “Fiets” reported that the Spanish government will no longer take care of the unpaved road to the top from Mulhacen on. So if you ever planned to climb this BIG then don’t wait as the road, which is not in a very good shape already, will deteriorate even further due to the lack of maintenance. Over time this impliesthat the Pico de Veleta will be replaced by another climb in the Passacol (i.e. when it can no longer be cycled). Then I would like to point out a page with cycling links on our BIG pages: http://users.belgacom.net/bn014220/liens/liens.htm. Besides links towards homepages of our members many other interesting links can be found there. Check it out! On the page: http://bigascensions.free.fr/rendezvous/rendezvousbig.htm you can read of the 4 regional rendezvous’ for 2006. No big international BIG rendezvous’ are planned for 2006. The next big one will be in 2007 in Italy together with the UCI. More information will be distributed via the newsletters and the website of course. Marc Desender informs us on the “Viking Tour 2006” in Norway that is held from the 23rd to the 28th of July. This is a good opportunity to catch some Norwegian BIGs. And to enjoy the splendour of Norway. More information can be found on: http://www.vikingtour.no/. 2. BIG Rules !: I’m more or less out of BIG rules that I wanted to highlight to you. So I’ll keep the heading as BIG does indeed still rules, and I will address some general topics in the coming newsletters. 3. About a BIG: As you know, we are heading towards the east. So I’ll take a BIG that is in line with that direction, in Austria to be precise. It’s one of the most beautiful climbs we have in our listing, I think. It’s BIG number 625: Hochtor. Maybe it’s better know as the Großglockner Hochalpestraße (Alpine Highway). It’s a tough one, especially the North (N) side of this climb as it’s quite long (33km) and quite steep to at places (14%). The North side of the climb starts in Fusch whereas the actual Großglockner Hochalpestraße started some 7km earlier, in Bruck. After 3km the mountain road starts and after another 4km you will come across a toll booth where people who go by car or motorcycle have to pay to be able to use the road. For cyclists it’s for free. These first 7km to the toll booth of the Großglockner Hochalpestraße are not too bad roughly 4.5%. But then it starts ! The gradient will increase to 9-10% and that will be like that until you’ll reach the Fuschertörl, i.e. the next 13km! Don’t forget to enjoy the surroundings as these are truly magnificent. You’re cycling through the Hohe Tauern National Park with a view on the highest mountains of Austria (2,500m-3,000m). When the weather is good then these snowcapped peaks against the blue sky will provide the best scenery a cyclist can have while making his/her way up. Five kilometers after the toll booth has been passed there is a perfect parking spot for the family (Piffkar parking place with restaurant). As this is a mountain that you should also take people too that do not like cycling. They will for sure appreciate the views that this scenic way offers. Here the road is relatively flat for a small stretch so you can catch your breath.



After another 7 and a half kilometer the turn to the Edelweißspitze can be found as well as a parking spot. The cul-de-sac that runs to the top is only 1.8km long but has an average gradient of almost 10%. It’s a small road though and there is no asphalt. It is covered with cobbles. At the top is a small parking place. It isn’t recommended to climb this by bicycle because cars drive up and down with almost no space left for a cyclist. But the view at the top makes up for that because it’s very nice. There is a map at the top that shows all the mountains in the surrounding that can be seen and what the names are.



If you don’t take this turn and cycle on then it’s only 1.5km to the Fuschertörl. This is a small tower (törl) that was erected to commemorate the 20 workers who lost their lives while this Alpine Highway was constructed. Here is yet another parking spot where you can view the majestic mountains around you and a map shows what peaks you can see and their names. This spot can also be used to put on a jacket as after the Fuschertörl the road descends with more than 8% for 2km. Even on a sunny and warm day, the descend will be a chilly one due to the speed that you will make during the descent to the Fuscherlacke (Fuscher lake). The joy of descending does not last long and if you have cooled down then it will not take long to get warm again as the last 4km the road goes up again by 6%. The view is not as good as before the Fuschertörl as the snowcapped mountains are out of sight. You’ll pass through a tunnel (114m long), this is the Mitteltor (middle gate) and when you have gone through this tunnel then in the distance another tunnel can be seen. This is our target, the Hochtor (high gate) pass. When you reach the Hochtor you have mastered 26km with a height difference of 1700m. Well done !



There is no view at the Hochtor pass itself. But if you descent some 7km to Guttal then you can take a turn to the Glacier road. This is again a cul-de-sac that leads to the FranzJozefs Höhe (plateau). You can park there and enjoy an awesome view on the highest peak of Austria, the Großglockner (3,269m). And a view on the Pasterze glacier. If you’re too tired after reaching the Hochtor then take the car as you should not miss this detour.



The climb from the South (S) starts in the town Winklern. But the first 22km up to the town of Heiligenblut are rather easy as the height difference is merely 419m. So on average barely 2%. When you reach Heiligenblut you will have a beautiful view on the small Gothic church and in the back you can see the top of the Großglockner covered in snow. Here the Großglockner Hochalpestraße (Alpine Highway) starts and the next 14km up to the Hochtor the gradient is on average 8.5%. Two kilometer after Heiligenblut there is a turn to the Fleißtal and you can see the Hohe Sonnblick (3,105m). And after yet another 5.5km you’ll reach Guttal where the turn off to the Glacier road starts. Remember that if you want to cycle the Glacier road that this adds another 8.7km with an average gradient of 6% to your trip. It’s worth the effort, there is no doubt about that but from Guttal it’s is yet another 7km to get to the Hochtor itself (average gradient near 10%). If you want to see and read more you can visit the offical website of the Großglockner Hochalpe-straße (Alpine Highway) at http://www.grossglockner.at/. Here you can find a height profile, web-cams (not available during the winter time) and panorama pictures.



4. New GIOs:



Due to the explosive growth of the BIG we can welcome FOUR new GIO’s. For the members who do not know this term, a GIO is a member that of an international group that serves for the members of different countries. They are the ones who vote for instance on the five BIGs that change every year in our listing. And they are participating in a newsgroup where we exchange information that concerns the BIG challenge.



Italy reached 55 members and that gives the right to have a third GIO. According to our rules, Piero Rota (mailto:[email protected]) becomes this new manager. Welcome, Piero. Piero is also a member of the UCI. We have a good relation with the UCI and in the future will have a common rendezvous. It’s good that with Piero these bonds are even more tight.



Hungary just had 5 members in the BIG. This fact gives it the right to have its first GIO's manager. According to our rules, Gabór Györgyi (mailto:[email protected]) becomes this manager. As you may remember, Györgyi had a good article in this year’s review on cycling in the Alps. Welcome Györgyi.



The Netherlands has reached 80 members and hence also here there is a new GIO to welcome. I have been asked to participate as 4th GIO for the Netherlands. I found it an honor to be asked for this position and have proudly accepted. You can contact me, if you didn’t know on: mailto:[email protected]



Germany has also reached 5 members so Germany will also have a GIO. His name is Karl Brenner (mailto:[email protected]). It’s great to have Karl in the team as he’s an experienced member who is in the top of our rankings ! His experience will be a valuable contribution to the GIO group. Welcome Karl !



As you know by now, the list of GIOs including pictures can be found on the webpage: http://danielgobert.free.fr/formulaires/comity.htm. But it needs a lot of updating after the group of GIOs has grown so much ! 5. The 2006 Review: Dear fellow BIG members. This is the time of the year to trust your minds to patience of paper! Therefore we would like to ask all of you if you have an article (or articles), ready to publish in the next year’s BIG Review. This Review will appear in March 2006 and contains as usual several rankings, experiences and news about BIG-activities. Share your knowledge about hard to find climbs, beautiful tracks, undiscovered websites etc. Please send us your article in MS-Word and your pictures in JPEGformat. As it will take some time for the editorial staff to edit your articles, please make sure that your article(s) is send out before the 21st of January 2006 to: Martin Kool: mailto:[email protected] or Hans Koedijker: mailto:[email protected] We hope to hear from you soon! Next year’s review can be ordered via a form (see at the bottom of the form) on the BIG webpages: http://users.swing.be/sw202779/formularK.htm. 6. BIG Jerseys: It has been quite some time ago that we pointed out to you that there are special BIG jerseys available. And believe it or not, it is still not to late to order one. Currently there are 43 in stock and you can check the price and if your size is still available on: http://bigascensions.free.fr/jersey.htm. Or you can contact Bernard Giraudeau: mailto:[email protected]



7. 2006 Changes:



The changes in our listing for 2006 have arrived just in time to be included in the last newsletter of 2005 So here are the changes: Changes selected through the GIO (20 mbr) for the listing 2006. Change



BIG number



Out



In



1



68



Glen Affric



Lowther Hill



2



28



Røldalsfjell



Gaustatoppen



3



76



Thirl Moor



Great Dun Fell



4



39



Fåfängan



Tossebergsklätten



5



736



Piambello



San Martino



Then we have agreed through the GIO, and as explained in the previous newsletter, additional changes in the zones 10 and 11 for the 2006 list. After a suggestion and internal votation, due to previous mistakes done in those unknown countries and the wish to quickly stabilize this part of the list. Changes selected through the GIO (20 mbr) for zones 10 and 11. Change



BIG number



Out



In



1



920



Fourka



Monte Didimo



2



881



Mirna Gora



Pavlicevo Sedlo



3



846



Sedlo Babá



Martinske Hole



4



843



Srdiecko



Tatliakovo Jazero



5



826



Przelecz Szklarska



Przehyba



6



844



Sedlo Sul'ová



Sedlo Certovica



6



828



Przelecz Kubalonka



Przelecz Salmopolska



8. Conclusion: Well, this was the last newsletter of 2005. There’s only one thing left for me to do and that is to wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Good 2006 in all ways possible. Enjoy the holiday season by thinking back of all the wonderful climbs that you have taken this year (and write them down for the review) and by looking forward to BIGs you want to take on next year! And a BIG thank you to Daniel Gobert who has been so kind to perform the French translation again for all the newsletters of 2005 for the members who prefer a French version. Best regards, Helmuth Dekkers, BIG’s secretary



9. Translation Links: This Newsletter from the BIG is only in English or French. You can translate it to your own language through automatic translators like: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=en. Cette Newsletter du BIG est en Anglais ou Français seulement. Vous pouvez traduire ce Bulletin dans votre langue d'origine via des traducteurs automatiques comme: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=fr. Deze Newsletter van de BIG is enkel in het Engels en Frans. Je kant deze Nieuwsbrief vertalen met een vertaal functie op Internet zoals: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=en. Diese Newsletter ist nur in Engels oder Frans. Das ist möglich zu übersetzen diese Newsletter in Deutsch durch Automatieke Übersetzung wie: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=de. Questo Newsletter è solamente in Inglese o in Francese. E posibile a tradurre questo Newsletter in italiano con uno raduttore automatico come: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=it. Este Newsletter està únicamente en inglès o en francès. Está posibles traducir este Newsletteral español con un traducción automatico como: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=es.
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Bulletin 

BIG's News Letter 2006_02 (English Version) ... Have fun reading and don't forget to enjoy the spring .... the road does have nice hairpins, goes through a forest and if the weather permits it offers some nice views on ... Wim van Els. (Saturday ...
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bulletin 

au Canada depuis 1957. L'Association canadienne d'Ã©ducation (ACE) est un rÃ©seau pancanadien d'influenceurs des secteurs de l'Ã©ducation, de la recherche ...
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bulletin 

Février 2008. February 2008. De votre présidente. Bonjour,. Je profite de ce premier bulletin de l'année pour vous souhaiter une très bonne année 2008 remplie ...
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bulletin d'inscription bulletin d'inscription ... - Offre de formation 

14 janv. 2016 - Chaque formation sera assurÃ©e sous rÃ©serve d'un nombre suffisant d'inscrits. L'inscription sera validÃ©e au retour de la convention signÃ©e par l'employeur ou le stagiaire. Bulletin Ã  renvoyer par voie postale 1 mois au plus tard a
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Bulletin astrologique 

Ici Kaypacha pour le bulletin astrologique hebdomadaire du 15 juillet 2014. Nous allons vers une conjonction Soleil/Jupiter. Ça ne se produira pas complètement avant mardi prochain mais les planètes avancent ensemble en ce moment. La Lune est en Pois
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SERVICE BULLETIN 

Dec 1, 1990 - SERVICE BULLETIN: If the RSL lanyard does not fit properly, check the length against the chart for proper mating/compatibility. COMPLIANCE ...
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Service Bulletin 

Model Code : NCP1#, NCP2#, NCP3#, NCP4#, NCP61, NLP10, NLP2#, ... Aug.,1999. NCP2#,NLP2#,. Aug.,1999 ... Aug.,2002. NCP4 ... Sep.,2002 ... Aug.,2003.
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bulletin 116 

L'ensemble de l'équipe de l'Office de Tourisme et des Congrès de. Mulhouse et sa ... www.tourisme-mulhouse.com ... Gymnastique certificat médical exigé.
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Bulletin d'inscription 

Docteur en Chirurgie Dentaire. DiplÃ´mÃ© de la facultÃ© de Paris Descartes , Paris. Contention et Collage : les ClÃ©s du SuccÃ¨s. Jeudi 21 Avril 2016. 9h00- 17h00 ...
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Bulletin d'inscription 

E-mail : [email protected] - www.endo-atlantique.com. Endo-Atlantique | Association Loi 1901 | NumÃ©ro de dÃ©claration d'activitÃ© : W442004743.
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Bulletin d'inscription 

... retourner Ã  LABOPHARE FORMATION. 17, avenue Gustave Eiffel â€¢ BP 30216. 33708 MERIGNAC cedex. Bulletin d'inscription. bulletin_CDASS_2015.indd 1.
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BULLETIN D'INSCRIPTION 

4 juin 2015 - A retourner Ã  : UniversitÃ© Terre & Mer â€“ 35 rue de Ker Levez 56400 Auray ou par mail : [email protected] Cc : amonmousseau@gmail.
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Bulletin d'inscription 

6 mars 2012 - Joindre un chÃ¨que d'un montant de 10 â‚¬ libellÃ© Ã  l'ordre d'Aquitaine Cap MÃ©tiers. DÃ¨s rÃ©ception de votre rÃ¨glement, un justificatif vous sera ...
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BULLETIN D'INSCRIPTION 

(et nous envoyer l'ordre virement par email Ã  : [email protected] ou par fax au : 021 27 34 84). 2). PAIEMENT DE LA FORMATION : 40 000.00 DA. Cycle du 26/01/2018 : 40 000.00 DA. â€¢ En espÃ¨ce : versement de 40 000.00 DA le premier jour du cyc
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bulletin - Prevention.ch 

4 avr. 2012 - scratch. in short, Parties have put themselves on a tight schedule. to meet it â€“ and to control illicit trade as rapidly as possible â€“ preparations for ...
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bulletin d'inscription 

1 oct. 2017 - Signature : LES BENEFICES SERONT ENTIEREMENT REVERSES AU COMITE DE LA LIGUE CONTRE LE CANCER. ConformÃ©ment Ã  la loi ...
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BULLETIN D'INSCRIPTION 

MODE DE RÈGLEMENT : CB / CHEQUE / ESPÈCE : L'inscription comprend : les repas du samedi 18 janvier et dimanche 19 janvier midi, l'accès à la soirée et ...
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service bulletin 

Dec 1, 2003 - All Propellers, Governors, and Accumulators .... service (engine installation) or at any time governor or accumulator is removed from service.
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service bulletin 

Jun 22, 1992 - Also, it is imperative that the scale used is a calibrated scale. Failure to do so will result in false measurements and non-compliance with this ...
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Service Bulletin 

made only) *2. 85143-02020. 85143-02020. Grommet rear wiper motor. 1. I. Prev. Part. New Part. (I). PP. NP. NI. PP. NP. (NI). PP. NP. S Interchangeable as a set.
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SERVICE BULLETIN 

Aug 24, 2010 - Engineering Aspects are. FAA (DER) .... been in the combustion chamber provides a base to support the intake valve in the event the valve.
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SERVICE BULLETIN 

Aug 24, 2010 - Lycoming Engines has identified a specific lot of intake valves P/N .... been in the combustion chamber provides a base to support the intake ...
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Service Bulletin 

It is also stamped on the manufacturer's plate as shown in the ... Mainly false air intake triggered this code, which was due to improperly fitted throttle body O-ring ...
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SERVICE BULLETIN 

Nov 19, 1990 - BACKGROUND: The original Safety Stow configuration used on the Talon and Telesis prior to. November 1990, was adapted from the Para ...
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